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ABSTRACT: RNA molecules are stabilized by a wide range of noncanonical
interactions that are not present in DNA. Among them, the recently
classiﬁed basephosphate (BPh) interactions belong to the most important
ones. Twelve percent of nucleotides in the ribosomal crystal structures are
involved in BPh interactions. BPh interactions are highly conserved and
provide major constraints on RNA sequence evolution. Here we provide
assessment of the energetics of BPh interactions using MP2 computations
extrapolated to the complete basis set of atomic orbitals and corrected for
higher-order electron correlation eﬀects. The reference computations are
compared with DFT-D and DFT-D3 approaches, the SAPT method, and
the molecular mechanics force ﬁeld. The computations, besides providing
the basic benchmark for the BPh interactions, allow some reﬁnements of the
original classiﬁcation, including identiﬁcation of some potential doubly bonded BPh patterns. The reference computations are
followed by analysis of some larger RNA fragments that consider the context of the BPh interactions. The computations
demonstrate the complexity of interaction patterns utilizing the BPh interactions in real RNA structures. The BPh interactions are
often involved in intricate interaction networks. We studied BPh interactions of protonated adenine that can contribute to catalysis
of hairpin ribozyme, the key BPh interaction in the S-turn motif of the sarcinricin loop, which may predetermine the S-turn
topology and complex BPh patterns from the glmS riboswitch. Finally, the structural stability of BPh interactions in explicit solvent
molecular dynamics simulations is assessed. The simulations well preserve key BPh interactions and allow dissection of structurally/
functionally important water-meditated BPh bridges, which could not be considered in earlier bioinformatics classiﬁcation of BPh
interactions.

’ INTRODUCTION
Folded RNA molecules are stabilized by a variety of intermolecular interactions involving nucleobases as well as ribose
and phosphates from the RNA backbone. The structural and
functional variability of RNA molecules primarily originates from
noncanonical interactions, i.e., all interactions other than those
occurring in canonical double helices. The exact shape (stericity)
of the noncanonical interactions and motifs is of primary
importance for RNA function and evolution.1 Although many
of the noncanonical interactions have already been systematically
characterized with experimental, bioinformatic, and theoretical
approaches,123 the basephosphate (BPh) hydrogen bonds
have only recently been classiﬁed.24
r 2011 American Chemical Society

BPh interactions are ubiquitous in large functional RNAs and
ribonucleoprotein particles. Approximately 12% of the nucleotides in the ribosome form direct internucleotide H-bonds
between nucleobase donor atoms and phosphate oxygen acceptor atoms.24,25 BPh interactions contribute to stabilization of key
recurrent RNA structural motifs such as the UUCG and GNRA
hairpin tetraloops2628 and the sarcinricin internal loop.24,29,30
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Figure 1. Basic classiﬁcation of BPh interactions. The arrows identify
the atoms that are involved in direct base-phosphate H-bonds.24

BPh interactions are sequence-speciﬁc and represent a major constraint on the evolution of RNA sequences.24 Thus, BPh interactions
belong to the core of the biochemically and evolutionarily most
important molecular interactions shaping RNA structures.
The classiﬁcation of the BPh interactions in RNA has been
derived by combining structural bioinformatics and quantumchemical (QM) calculations.24 The classiﬁcation considers the
distribution of phosphate groups around nucleobases in experimental structures without including the broader structural context of the interactions and possible water-mediated substates.
On the basis of the distribution of phosphate groups around the
nucleobases, 17 diﬀerent BPh binding patterns have been
suggested for the four nucleobases, which could be assigned to
10 diﬀerent binding types labeled as 0BPh9BPh (Figure 1).
The BPh interactions utilize the H-bond donor sites of the
nucleobase and one of the anionic oxygens of the phosphate
moiety. Occasionally, the esteric oxygen may also participate in
the binding in combination with the anionic oxygen. These
combined binding modes, such as 4BPh and 8BPh exhibit the
highest stability and, accordingly, are highly conserved in RNA
architectures.24 Although the basebase and basesugar interactions are rarely stabilized by CH 3 3 3 O H-bonds, such H-bonds
are quite frequent among BPh binding patterns: 3 out of the 10
basic BPh types utilize CH 3 3 3 O H-bonding. This is not surprising, because the phosphate oxygens are better proton acceptors
than the formally neutral N and O acceptors of nucleobases.
In the previous study we used simple quantum chemical
models to unravel the most fundamental physicochemical diﬀerences between the various BPh binding types.24 Our model
included a nucleobase and a phosphate group, both surrounded
with a continuum solvent assuming a dielectric constant ε = 80
(at 298 K). The role of the continuum solvent was 2-fold: (i) to
screen the electrostatic ﬁeld of the phosphate group, which
would dominate the gas phase calculations to an extent that is
not relevant to the solvated RNA molecules, and (ii) to separate
weaker BPh binding patterns as genuine local minima on the
potential energy surface. Although the calculations were quite
simple, the distinct computational minima found gave us a
guideline for how to distinguish between the physicochemically
diﬀerent interaction modes of nucleobases and phosphates. In
addition, our theoretical interaction energy estimates exhibited a
sound correlation with the frequency of occurrences of the
various BPh binding patterns in the course of evolution.24 This
means that the stronger the BPh interaction type is, the more
likely it is realized during evolution. This illustrates that besides
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the shape compatibility, the energetics of interactions also plays
an important role in selecting the intermolecular interactions
contributing to the stabilization of functional RNA molecules. In
many instances, the BPh interactions represent a direct extension
of the generalized RNA base pairing classiﬁcation (the Leontis
and Westhof families)1,5,7 that considers basebase, basesugar,
and sugarsugar H-bonds. The BPh interactions are the dominant H-bonds in some recurrent base pairing patterns and thus
may convert some weak pairing patterns into strong ones.24 BPh
interactions are present also in DNA four-way junctions.31
Unrelated intranucleotide base-phosphate interactions occurring
in model studies of isolated nucleotides were studied using QM
calculations.32,33
Taking into consideration the importance of the BPh interactions for RNA structure, dynamics, function, and evolution, we
extend the preceding computations. We ﬁrst perform a set of
calculations with a more complete model than in the earlier
study. Besides optimized structures we also use geometries taken
from ribosomal X-ray structures. For selected BPh interactions,
where we noticed some salient structural context, we also perform calculations using extended model systems, to better
understand the context dependence of the BPh interactions.
We also assess behavior of BPh interactions in classical explicit
solvent simulations. Finally, we carry out reference (highestaccuracy) computations and test performance of several quantum-chemical methods and molecular mechanics force ﬁeld at
estimating the strength of these key RNA molecular interactions.
As the reference method, we use MP234 calculations expanded to
the complete basis set35,36 of atomic orbitals supplemented by
corrections carried out at the CCSD(T)3739 level of theory.

’ METHODS
Initial Geometries. We have considered two sets of systems.
Small model structures for the individual BPh interactions were
selected from the crystal structures of ribosomal subunits 1J5E
and 1S72.3,40 Another set of larger models of BPh geometries
(from sarcinricin loop, hairpin ribozyme, and glmS riboswitch)
was taken from the MD simulations of the respective RNA
systems.41,42 All initial structures were capped with hydrogen
atoms and optimized as described in the Geometry Optimization
section. Dimethyl phosphate was used as the small model. The
larger models will be specified below. For the larger models we
also performed calculations by splitting the interacting monomers into fragments and evaluating the interfragment contributions separately. Such calculations provide better insight into the
balance of forces participating in the interaction patterns. The
fragments were always prepared as chemically complete monomers, typically capping them by hydrogen atoms.
Geometry Optimizations. Geometry optimizations were
carried out at the density functional theory (DFT) level with
B3LYP43 density functional with the 6-31G**44,45 basis set
augmented with the sp-type diffuse orbitals for the two anionic
oxygens of the phosphate group (one s and one p function,
exponent 0.0845) and for the phosphorus (exponent 0.0348).
The following constraints were applied during optimizations to
keep the relative orientation of the monomers close to the initial
X-ray geometries. C30 , C50 , C10 , and P atoms were kept at their
initial Cartesian positions (see Supporting Information Figure S1
for atom numbers). These constraints help to fix the experimental geometry while still allowing sufficient flexibility to relax
intramolecular degrees of freedom as well as all H-bonds participating
11278
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in the BPh interactions. When needed, additional constraints
were applied to dihedral angles determining relative orientation
of the monomers and occasionally on the intermolecular angles
(detailed description of the constraints is given in Supporting
Information, Table S1 and Figure S1). Intermolecular distances
were thus allowed to relax within the given constraints. For the
structures containing protonated adenine A38H+ from the catalytic pocket of the hairpin ribozyme (HrRz) we used the IEFPCM
solvation model46,47 during optimization (structures HrRz str4,
HrRz str5, HrRz str6, and HrRz str7; see below). The geometry
optimizations were carried out in the Gausssian03 program48
except for the three stacked structures from glmS riboswitch
(glmS str1, glmS str2, and glmS str3) where we used Turbomole
5.1049,50 program in connection with a code enabling for inclusion
of the dispersion term.51 For the later stacked systems we used the
density functional theory (DFT) augmented with empirical dispersion term (DFT-D).51 We used again B3LYP functional with
6-31G** basis, and the dispersion parametrization was based on
radii scaling (exponent 23 and sR = 1.1).51
Interaction Energies. Interaction energies were calculated as
a difference between total energy of the dimer and total energies
of monomers in the dimer geometry. Trimers were evaluated
analogously.52 The three-body terms were calculated only for
two trimers containing two bases and one phosphate group (i.e.,
glmS str6 and glmS str7). In both structures we obtained repulsive
vacuum three-body term of ∼2.5 kcal/mol. For the other trimers
containing a bridging water molecule we assumed that the threebody terms would be negligible.
The interaction energy ΔEMETHOD
COSMO has been calculated as sum
and solvent contribuof in vacuo interaction energy ΔEMETHOD
VAC
tion to interaction (Gibbs energy) ΔΔGCOSMO using eq 1:
ΔEMETHOD
COSMO

¼

ΔEMETHOD
VAC

þ ΔΔGCOSMO

ð1Þ

where the superscript METHOD denotes either MP2 or
CBS(T) method used for in vacuo interaction energy calculation (ΔEvacMETHOD = EvacMETHOD(AB)  EvacMETHOD(A) 
EvacMETHOD(B); see below). ΔΔGCOSMO was calculated as a difference between the solvation Gibbs energies of dimer and
monomers, ΔΔGCOSMO = ΔGCOSMO(AB)  ΔGCOSMO(A) 
ΔGCOSMO(B), using RIMP2 level of theory and PTE approach.53
i. Nonextrapolated Interaction Energies. In the case of base
phosphate interactions taken from hairpin ribozyme, sarcinricin loop motif, and glmS riboswitch, we calculated the in
MP234
vacuo interaction energies on MP2 level. The ΔEMP2/aDZ
VAC
calculations were performed with the RI approximation (RIMP2)50 with the aug-cc-pVDZ54,55 basis set and were corrected
for the basis set superposition error (BSSE) using the counterpoise procedure.56 The solvent Gibbs energy contribution to the
interaction, ΔΔGCOSMO, was calculated using the COSMO57
continuum model at the RIMP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory as
a difference between solvation energies of the dimer and the
isolated monomers. Note that in eq 1 the in vacuo interaction
energy is combined with the change of the solvation Gibbs
energy; therefore, the final quantity on the left-hand side, despite
being denoted as ΔE, contains some entropic terms coming from
solvation. However, we still denote it as interaction energy rather
than free energy (although such evaluations are sometimes
denoted as ΔG in the literature) as it is not equivalent to
experimentally measurable free energies. The numbers are best
interpreted as interaction energy with inclusion of solvent
screening of electrostatic stabilization.

ii. Extrapolated Interaction Energies Corrected for the HigherOrder Correlation Contributions. In the case of the partially
optimized structures of the small models taken from X-ray
structures (1J5E and 1S72), we substantially increased the
level of single-point interaction energy computations. The
in eq 1 is extrapolated to the complete basis set
ΔEMETHOD
VAC
(CBS) limit at MP2 level and corrected for the higher-order
correlation effects by adding a ΔCCSD(T) correction. The
RIMP2 calculations were performed with aug-cc-pVDZ (aDZ)
and aug-cc-pVTZ (aTZ)54,55 basis sets and extrapolated according to Helgaker and co-workers (eq 2).35,36
EHF=X ¼ EHF=CBS þ AeαX

EMP2_corr=X ¼ EMP2_corr=CBS þ BX 3

ð2Þ
EHF/X and EMP2_corr/X are HF energies and MP2 corrections for
the basis set with the highest angular momentum X (X = 2 for
aDZ and X = 3 for aTZ), respectively, and EHF/CBS and
EMP2_corr/CBS stand for HF energy and MP2 corrections at the
complete basis set limit, respectively. The ΔCCSD(T) correction is the difference between the CCSD(T)3739 and MP2
interaction energies calculated in a small 6-31+G*44,45 basis set.
The total in vacuo energy evaluation is given by eq 3. The
CBS(T) abbreviation indicates that the CCSD(T) calculation
has not been extrapolated to CBS. (Such calculations are rather
often incorrectly marked as CCSD(T)/CBS in the literature.)
CBSðTÞ

ΔEVAC

HF=CBS

¼ ΔEVAC

MP2_corr=CBS

þ ΔEVAC

CCSDðTÞ_corr=6-31þG

þ ðΔEVAC

MP2_corr=6-31þG

 ΔEVAC

Þ

ð3Þ
Also the solvation contribution to the interaction energy
(ΔΔGsolv
COSMO) was evaluated in aDZ and aTZ basis sets and extrapolated to CBS limit (HF and MP2 contributions separately).
MP2 calculations were carried out in TurboMole 5.1049,50
program with RI approximation. The CCSD(T) calculations
were performed in the Molpro package.58
Decomposition of Interaction Energies Using SAPT. The
interaction energies of the partially optimized structures taken
from 1J5E and 1S72 crystal structures were decomposed into
components using the DFT-SAPT (symmetry adapted perturbation
theory)5963 method implemented in the Molpro program
package.58 In DFT-SAPT the monomer is described by density
functional theory (DFT) and the intermolecular interactions
by SAPT. The total interaction energy is sum of the following
terms (eq 4)
ð1Þ

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

ð2Þ

ð2Þ

ð2Þ

ESAPT ¼ Eel þ Eexch þ Eind þ Eexch-ind þ Edisp þ Eexch-disp þ δðHFÞ

ð4Þ
term defined above. In
ESAPT corresponds to the ΔEMETHOD
VAC
the equation the individual terms mean electrostatic (E(1)
el ),
exchange repulsion (E(1)
exch), induction including charge transfer
(2)
(E(2)
ind ), and dispersion (Edisp) contributions and their mixing
(2)
(2)
terms (Eexch-ind and Eexch-disp). The mixing terms can be added
up with their corresponding second-order components, leading
to Eind and Edisp terms. δ(HF) is a correction term for the higher
order contributions. All DFT-SAPT calculations were done with
the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set and the asymptotically corrected
exchangecorrelation density functional PBE0AC60 combined
from the PBE064 modification of the PBE xc-functional65 and the
11279
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asymptotically correct LB94xc-potential66 through the gradient-controlled shift procedure.67 The gradient-controlled
shift procedure requires a difference (shift) between the
vertical ionization potential (IP) and HOMO energy of the
DFT method as an input. Herein the IPs were calculated at the
PBE0/cc-pVTZ level, and the HOMO values were taken from
the aug-cc-pVDZ calculation.
Single Point DFT Calculations with Empirical Dispersion
Correction. DFT-D is a combination of a standard DFT
calculation with an empirical correction for the long-range
correlation. Here we used for single point calculations a combination of the TPSS68 density functional, 6-311++G(3df,3pd)6972
basis set and dispersion parametrization based on radii scaling51
(D-0.96-27). We also used a more recent DFT-D3 method by
Grimme et al.,73 with TPSS/TZVPP combination and dispersion
parameters optimized for the TZVPP74 basis set (m4 grid was
used). DFT calculations were performed with the TurboMole
5.10 program49,50 combined with the Fortran code tm_disp for
dispersion correction (http://fch.upol.cz/en/software/).
Molecular Mechanics Calculations. The molecular mechanics (MM) interaction energies were calculated with the
sander module of the AMBER75 program package and the
ff9476 set of van der Waals parameters. Point charges were taken
from the ff94 force field and charges on hydrogen atoms of the
capping methyl groups were chosen so as to fix integral charge of
the molecule (all capping hydrogen atoms equal). Charges on the
PO4 groups and carbon atoms of dimethyl phosphate were
taken from ff94, and all six hydrogen atoms on the methyl groups
were assigned a charge of +0.0252 au to fix integral charge of 1 au.
Charges for the protonated adenine were taken from ref 42. For
some structures we tested a different charge-derivation procedure, as described in the Results. All MM energies were evaluated
using the QM optimized geometries.
Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations. MD simulation
trajectories were taken from our preceding studies.41,42 The
simulations were carried out using the AMBER code and versions
of the Cornell et al. ff99 force field.76 Standard protocols have
been used as specified elsewhere.28,41,42,77,78 The structural
stability of BPh interaction was analyzed by measuring of
the occupancy of corresponding H-bonds forming the given
BPh interaction. The distance cutoff of 3.5 Å (distance between
heavy atoms) and angle cutoff of 40° for H-bond angle were used
to define the H-bond. Although these cutoffs are widely used
for definition of H-bond contact in MD simulations, they are still
ad hoc defined and might result in inaccurate estimation of
H-bond occupancy due to stochastic fluctuation beside these
cutoffs. Thus, we ignored all disruptions of the H-bonds
that were shorter than 10 ps by assuming that they reflect genuine
stochastic fluctuation of H-bound state. Similarly, the occurrences
of H-bond shorter than 100 ps were not taken into account as
they most likely did not correspond to the formation of the
H-bound state.

’ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Basic Characterization of the BPh Interactions. We first
extend the preceding QM computations24 on BPh interactions to
obtain better insight into the nature of BPh interactions and
mainly to get a set of reference structure-energy data for benchmarking other computational methods.
A broad set of diverse 32 geometries was selected from the
crystal structures of ribosomal subunits 1J5E and 1S72.3,40 Note
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that the angular variability of observed interactions can be
partially aﬀected by the limited resolution of the experimental
structures. We included all the BPh families except of the 0BPh
pattern, which was proposed to be rather opportunistic and less
relevant interaction binding motif.24 We considered 2 or 3
distinct starting structures of each BPh pattern to get some idea
about the shape of the potential energy surface of BPh interactions. However, in some cases we had to reclassify the binding
pattern mainly due to relaxation and switches of the binding
motif during the optimization. Nonetheless, each BPh family is
represented by at least one representative structure. In comparison with the previous QM calculations,24 we extended the model
of phosphate to the more realistic dimethyl phosphate and
increased the level of QM theory to MP2/CBS corrected to
higher-order correlation eﬀects using CCSD(T) correction in
small basis set (further denoted as CBS(T) method).
The geometries taken from X-ray were optimized under
several constraints to keep the geometry close to the initial
X-ray structures (for detailed description of the constraints used,
see Methods). The constraints were applied in such a way that
the intermolecular distances could partially relax, while the
relative monomer orientation was preserved. Still, similar motifs
exhibit substantial spread of the intermolecular distances, as for
instance in the A-2BPh family (Figure 2).
The abbreviations of the individual structures are constructed in
the following way. Their ﬁrst letter stands for the nucleobase
involved in BPh interaction, followed by the BPh family label,24
X-ray (PDB ﬁle) nucleotide numbering of the respective interacting
nucleobase and phosphate and, ﬁnally, the PDB ID of the structure.
The optimized geometries are very similar to the initial
structures, with the exception of two structures that rearranged
during optimization from the initial 7BPh and 5BPh geometries
to structurally close 8BPh and 4BPh geometries, respectively; in
Table 1 they are denoted as C-7BPhf8BPh/C268-G266/1J5E
and G-5BPhf4BPh/G410-A431/1J5E. In one case, the initial
geometry seemed to belong to a diﬀerent family than in the
original classiﬁcation24 and was reclassiﬁed (G-5BPhf4BPh/
G791-U149/1J5E in Figure 2 and Table 1).
Bifurcated Interactions. Several structures do not seem to be
unambiguous representatives of a given family and might deserve
introduction of a new subfamily. For instance, in the G-1BPh/
G394-U367/1J5E structure both hydrogen atoms of the N2 amino
group interact with the phosphate oxygen atoms making two
hydrogen bonds, one of them typical for the 1BPh family24 and the
other for the 3BPh family. Other structures in which both
hydrogen atoms of the amino group are involved in hydrogen
bonding interaction are A-6BPh/A353-G317/1J5E, G-1BPh-G27G297/1J5E, and C-6BPh-C1127-G2070/1S72; thus it concerns
all bases having the amino group (A, C, and G). These doubly
bonded (bifurcated) structures are energetically favorable in
vacuo. Why did they, however, not appear in the original
classification?24 In the analysis of Zirbel et al.24 the potentially
doubly bonded structures appear to be less populated (albeit not
absent) than the neighboring structures with a single hydrogen
bond to the amino group, despite the fact that the doubly bonded
structures are energetically favorable in vacuo. This might be either
due to structural constraints imposed by RNA structures or due to
specific or nonspecific solvent effects that may alter the local
potential energy surface. Due to the obvious resolution limits of
the original structural bioinformatics study, it is not possible to
confidently assess the individual occurrences of the interactions;
i.e., we do not know which of the observed instances reveal real
11280
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Figure 2. Model structures for the individual basephosphate interactions (BPh) taken from the crystal structures 1J5E and 1S72. H-bonds are
indicated with dashed lines. The structures are designated using the following nomenclature: x-NBPh/xL-yM/ndb, where x stands for the nucleobase
donating the H-bond, NBPh stands for the type of BPh interaction as classiﬁed by Zirbel et al.,24 xL-yM lists both participating nucleotides including their
numbers based on the respective X-ray structure (the ﬁrst nucleotide contributes its nucleobase to the interaction, and the second contributes its
phosphate), and ndb is the code of the respective X-ray structure.

doubly bonded interactions and which of them represent outliers
due to resolution and refinement limits. Nevertheless, it appears
that some such interactions do occur in RNAs.

Energetics of the Interactions. Figure 2 summarizes the resulting geometries; note that names of the structures reflect the initial
classification based on ref 24. As pointed out above, in very few
11281
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Table 1. Total Interaction Energies (kcal/mol) for the Model Structures Taken from 1J5E and 1S72 Crystal Structures Calculated
by Diﬀerent Methodsa
structure

MP2/aDZ

MP2/aTZ

MP2/CBS

ΔECBS(T)
VAC

ΔECBS(T)
COSMO

A-2BPh/A315-G354/1J5E

3.15

3.62

3.80

4.17

0.29

A-2BPh/A694-U788/1J5E
A-2BPh/A790-G1497/1J5E

0.99
2.88

1.19
3.31

1.27
3.49

1.41
3.82

0.25
1.04

A-6BPh/A288-A119/1J5E

15.14

15.81

16.09

15.84

3.77

A-6BPh/A353-G317/1J5E

15.86

16.43

16.68

16.54

4.45

A-6BPh/A382-G64/1J5E

16.22

16.87

17.14

16.97

4.47

A-7BPh/A886-C2114/1S72

14.33

14.82

15.03

14.13

1.89

ΔEIDEAL

DFT-D
3.48

3.98

3.38

5.72

0.1

1.41
3.23

1.70
3.72

1.18
3.09

0.75
1.98

16.37

17.34

14.50

10.67

3.1

17.03

18.00

15.33

11.67

17.42

18.39

15.64

11.79

2.8

15.26

16.34

13.82

10.52

DFT-D3

ESAPT

MM

A-7BPh/A1233-C2526/1S72

14.89

15.79

16.15

14.25

3.15

16.67

17.61

14.28

11.18

G-1BPh/G27-G297/1J5E

23.66

24.69

25.12

25.06

5.47

25.53

26.71

23.71

23.60

G-1BPh/G394-U367/1J5E
G-1BPh/G725-G666/1J5E

19.45
22.98

20.01
24.06

20.25
24.51

20.38
24.39

2.67
6.39

4.3

20.78
25.66

21.70
26.32

19.59
22.88

19.72
19.67

27.48

28.42

26.23

24.81

5.4

29.76

30.73

27.20

24.69

29.39

30.53

26.59

25.91

8.3

30.03

31.15

26.68

25.19

G-3BPh/G111-A60/1J5E

26.28

26.93

27.19

27.37

4.93

G-3BPh/G159-A162/1J5E

27.49

28.63

29.08

29.02

6.82

G-3BPh/G31-C48/1J5E

27.09

28.34

28.84

28.66

8.14

G-4BPh/G324-A327/1J5E

28.06

29.47

30.05

29.47

10.32

G-4BPh/G326-G108/1J5E

33.98

35.40

35.98

35.78

10.98

35.52

36.78

33.10

31.44

G-4BPh/G38-A397/1J5E

28.74

29.72

30.13

29.80

9.35

30.02

31.19

27.69

26.62

G-5BPhf4BPh/G791-U149/1J5E
G-5BPhf4BPh/G410-A431/1J5E

26.28
31.99

27.50
32.93

28.00
33.30

27.58
33.24

9.05
10.27

27.79
32.95

29.11
34.19

25.13
31.01

24.33
30.06

G-5BPh/G800-A781/1J5E

32.37

33.28

33.64

33.50

10.89

4.0

33.21

34.57

31.47

31.21

C-6BPh/C1127-G2070/1S72

21.14

22.15

22.58

22.48

3.90

3.5

21.93

23.14

20.88

19.65

C-6BPh/C461-G479/1S72

15.98

17.50

18.10

17.71

4.03

17.77

18.71

15.37

9.63

C-7BPh/C54-A353/1J5E

25.54

26.57

26.97

26.70

6.61

4.8

26.62

27.70

25.12

22.65

5.4

C-7BPhf8BPh/C268-G266/1J5E

24.06

24.94

25.31

24.89

6.21

C-8BPh/C1484-A1483/1J5E

24.83

25.90

26.32

26.00

5.65

C-8BPh/C283-A282/1J5E
C-9BPh/C47C366/1J5E

25.83
22.21

26.82
23.41

27.22
23.92

26.92
23.40

6.83
3.35

C-9BPh/C110-A109/1J5E

21.05

21.74

22.04

21.62

3.79

U-5BPh/U14U17/1J5E

13.63

14.64

15.02

14.75

6.02

U-5BPh/U1506U1522/1J5E

14.18

15.26

15.68

15.32

5.07

U-9BPh/U1049C1203/1J5E

9.04

9.28

9.39

9.38

0.20

U-9BPh/U14U13/1J5E

3.49

3.60

3.65

3.56

1.11

25.01

26.02

23.50

19.94

25.33

26.56

24.40

22.91

0.6

26.76
23.25

27.91
24.32

25.40
22.05

23.37
15.59

21.77

22.62

20.80

16.89

4.2

14.76

15.68

12.83

7.79

15.46

16.58

13.41

6.38

0.6

9.21

9.79

9.13

6.83

3.72

4.07

3.48

1.11

a

All energies are derived for identical QM-optimized geometries. MP2/aDZ, MP2/aTZ = gas phase energies computed by RIMP2/aug-cc-pVDZ and
RIMP2/aug-cc-pVTZ methods with correction for the BSSE. MP2/CBS = extrapolated energy to the complete basis set. ΔECBS(T)
= MP2/CBS energy
VAC
corrected by adding a ΔCCSD(T) correction. ΔECBS(T)
COSMO = ﬁnal interaction energy computed with the COSMO dielectric continuum model. DFTD = DFT calculation with empirical dispersion correction calculated by TPSS/6-311++G(3df,3pd)/D-0.96-27.51 DFT-D3 = DFT calculation with D3
empirical dispersion correction calculated by TPSS/TZVPP.73 ESAPT = DFT-SAPT energy calculated by PBE0AC/aug-cc-pVDZ. MM = molecular
mechanics interaction energy in vacuum (parm99). ΔEIDEAL = interaction energy derived by Zirbel et al. with inclusion of solvent screening in ref 24.

cases the constraints in fact could not prevent a change of the
interaction pattern. Nevertheless, the broad set of 32 structures is
more than sufficient for the purpose of reference computations.
Table 1 presents the calculated interaction energies. The ﬁrst
four columns of Table 1 summarize standard gas phase reference
computations, i.e., MP2/CBS with subsequent CCSD(T) correction (see eqs 2 and 3 in Methods). We denote this calculation
level as CBS(T) rather than CCSD(T)/CBS, to explicitly mark
that the higher-order electron correlation contributions are
estimated with small basis set. The calculated gas phase interaction energies are in the range 1 to 36 kcal/mol. It conﬁrms
that the BPh interactions represent a set of diverse H-bonds
spanning from very weak contacts up to very strong hydrogen
bond interactions. Deformation energies of the monomers were
not included in the present computations, albeit for a representative set of structures they were calculated at the TPSS/LP/D

level and are given in Supporting Information (Table S2). The
deformation energies are between 2.5 and 4.4 kcal/mol for those
systems evaluated. Such deformation energies are entirely expected, because interactions involving charged phosphate groups
are signiﬁcantly stronger than comparable interactions in neutral
molecules. For instance, deformation energy of the canonical
GC base pair with three hydrogen bonds is 3.6 kcal/mol at the
MP/CBS level with respect to nonplanar (fully optimized)
monomers.79 Further, the DFT method likely overestimates
the monomer deformation energies. Indeed, we calculated that
the TPSS/cc-pVTZ method gives 4.5 kcal/mol deformation
energy of the GC base pair with respect to fully optimized
monomers. Thus, deformation energies would not aﬀect ranking
of the BPh interactions signiﬁcantly.
Note that the studied complexes are non-neutral, and thus the
gas phase interaction energies should not be trivially compared
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with for example neutral base pairs. Interestingly, even the
strongest BPh interactions are weaker than the CCH+ hemiprotonated base pair (52 kcal/mol in the gas phase).79 The CCH+
base pair, however, is triply bonded, and in real systems it requires
large free energy input to protonate the cytosine, which has an
intrinsic pKa of ∼4.2.80 The BPh interactions, in contrast, include
NA building blocks in their canonical state.80 Interaction energies
of canonical GC and AT base pairs are 32 and 17 kcal/mol,
respectively.79 Interaction energies of all three above-noted base
pairs are calculated by the same procedure as the BPh interactions;
i.e., the numbers are given without the addition of deformation
energies.
The ﬁfth column of Table 1 shows the interaction energies
ΔECBS(T)
COSMO calculated with inclusion of the continuum solvent
correction (see eq 1 in Methods). These calculations represent
the basic stability assessment of the interactions inside nucleic
acids. For comparison with recently published results the sixth
column shows the energies ΔEIDEAL taken from the original
study.24 Note that the original calculations were carried out on
idealized (centroid) geometries, using a less complete model
system (only the dihydrogen phosphate anion was used, whereas
dimethyl phosphate is used here) and were not expanded to CBS.
Also, in case of the G-5BPh family one of the hydrogen atoms of
the NH2 group of guanine was replaced by a methyl group to
prevent formation of a more stable G-4BPh binding pattern,
whereas only angular constraints without perturbation of the
model compound were used in the present work. These methodology diﬀerences may explain part of the diﬀerences between
ΔEIDEAL and our new data. In addition, some diﬀerences can be
explained by using nonideal starting structures. For instance, our
stabilization energies for the C-9BPh family are signiﬁcantly
lower than those reported by Zirbel et al.24 In this case, the
CH 3 3 3 phosphate interaction typical for the C-9BPh family is
very weak and there is a possibility for the phosphate to create
another, much stronger interaction with the neighboring NH2
group of cytosine. The latter interaction, although not fully
developed within our constraints, contributes signiﬁcantly to
stabilization of both C-9BPh/C47-C366/1J5E and C-9BPh/
C110-A109/1J5E structures. It is possible that the C-9BPh
family exists as a local minimum in the X-ray structures as a
consequence of the structural constraints imposed by the RNA
structures.
The stability of (solvent-corrected) BPh interactions is in the
range 0 to 11 kcal/mol. Thus, although the solvent attenuates
the absolute stability diﬀerences, it is clear that the BPh interactions show very variable energetics. The strongest BPh interactions appear to be stronger than the canonical AT base pair
(the interaction energies of base pairs calculated by the same
procedure are 9.3, 14.7, and 18.6 kcal/mol for AT, GC,
and CCH+ base pairs, respectively). Note, however, that this
stability assessment does not take into consideration structural
eﬀects, i.e., compatibility of the shapes of the studied interactions
with the overall RNA structure. These factors will provide
context-dependent tuning of the stability of the individual
instances of BPh interactions. In other words, as is common in
nucleic acids, a given interaction can have diﬀerent eﬀects on the
stability of nucleic acids when occurring in diﬀerent structural
contexts, depending on its detailed context-speciﬁc interplay
with the surrounding interactions.81 It is not possible to unambiguously derive the amount of stabilization of nucleic acids
structures associated with the individual interactions using
model computations of interaction energies.1
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The last four columns show DFT-D,51 DFT-D3,73 SAPT, and
force ﬁeld (MM) data. These calculations do not include the
solvation term and thus should be compared with the fourth
column, i.e., the CBS(T) gas phase interaction energies. The
DFT-D and DFT-D3 calculations agree nicely with the reference
data with average signed errors 0.2 and 1.2 kcal/mol and
rmsd 0.6 and 0.7 kcal/mol, respectively. In fact, the older DFT-D
variant (developed by one of us) seems to perform slightly better
than the newer DFT-D3 method for the BPh interactions
(mainly for the strongly bound complexes, where DFT-D3
slightly overbinds). DFT + dispersion based methods belong
to the most successful ones for intermolecular forces. It is
interesting that the DFT-D3 method, at least the variant we
have used, systematically overbinds the BPh interactions between the nucleobases and an anionic phosphate groups. The
SAPT calculations basically follow the CBS(T) trends but
typically modestly underestimate the binding. The diﬀerence is
likely due to smaller basis set used in the SAPT calculations.
The MM force ﬁeld rather signiﬁcantly underestimates the
strength of the BPh interactions. The diﬀerence compared to
CBS(T) data is in the range 210 kcal/mol. Basically, there are
several obvious reasons why the MM description underestimates
the BPh binding and why the underestimation is so nonuniform.
One reason is the lack of polarization that is only partially
compensated for by the HF-derived MM charges overestimating
the static polarity of the interacting monomers. This aﬀects
basically all geometries. Another reason, also documented in
some of our earlier studies for some other types of interactions, is
overestimation of short-range repulsion eﬀects by the LennardJones term of the force ﬁeld.8284 The r12 repulsive term of the
force ﬁeld is too steep. This contributes to the QM vs MM
diﬀerence in cases where there is a close separation of the
monomers. Finally, we adapted ﬁxed-point charges taken from
the Cornell et al.76 AMBER force ﬁeld in our calculations as we
primarily focused on assessment of the performance of the
currently used force ﬁeld. The ﬁxed-point charges might poorly
represent variable structures of the backbone segments.
In principle, the agreement between the QM and MM
calculations could be improved by using charges ﬁt for each
conformation separately. Thus, we have done few such computations (see Table S3 in Supporting Information). Surprisingly,
even in this case the diﬀerence between MM and QM calculations are quite nonuniform. One of the reasons could be too
small size of the model systems, which might limit the accuracy of
the atom-centered point charge model. This would concern
mainly the anionic and ﬂexible backbone segment, because in
vacuo comparisons of QM and MM data for stacking and pairing
interactions between planar nucleobases show somewhat smaller
variability of the diﬀerences.85 Further analysis of this problem is
beyond the scope of the paper and will be done in future. It needs
to be underlined that force ﬁelds are intended for condensed
phase simulations of large biomolecular systems. Their benchmarking for small systems in the gas phase is very important,83,86
but it is not the ultimate test to assess the force ﬁeld performance.
The QM literature sometimes tends to exaggerate the force ﬁeld
errors.
Nevertheless, Table 1 shows that for the strongest BPh
interactions (more stable than 20 kcal/mol in gas phase) in
most cases the force ﬁeld still provides relatively good description
with an error smaller than 5 kcal/mol. The largest error for these
strong interactions is seen for the C-9BPh/C47-C366/1J5E
interaction and amounts to 8 kcal/mol. Therefore, for most
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Table 2. Decomposition of the SAPT Gas Phase Interaction Energies (kcal/mol)a
E(1)
el

E(1)
exch

E(2)
ind

E(2)
disp

δ(HF)

ESAPT

A-2BPh/A315-G354/1J5E

2.82

8.47

4.53

3.29

1.21

3.38

A-2BPh/A694-U788/1J5E

1.44

2.22

1.99

2.74

0.11

1.18

A-2BPh/A790-G1497/1J5E

1.69

7.01

3.73

3.95

0.74

3.09

A-6BPh/A288-A119/1J5E

14.32

14.94

6.51

5.76

2.85

14.50

A-6BPh/A353-G317/1J5E

14.95

12.49

6.12

4.33

2.41

15.33

A-6BPh/A382-G64/1J5E

16.06

14.40

6.68

4.36

2.94

15.64

A-7BPh/A886-C2114/1S72

13.19

11.90

6.06

4.34

2.14

13.82

A-7BPh/A1233-C2526/1S72
G-1BPh/G27-G297/1J5E

17.38
27.81

20.34
23.35

7.37
7.83

5.93
7.10

3.95
4.33

14.28
23.71

G-1BPh/G394-U367/1J5E

19.77

11.24

4.84

4.76

1.46

19.59

G-1BPh/G725-G666/1J5E

28.20

26.19

8.13

7.50

5.25

22.88

G-3BPh/G111-A60/1J5E

25.35

12.58

6.84

3.89

2.74

26.23
27.20

G-3BPh/G159-A162/1J5E

32.47

27.28

9.11

7.26

5.64

G-3BPh/G31-C48/1J5E

31.13

28.21

8.76

9.74

5.17

26.59

G-4BPh/G324-A327/1J5E

33.99

36.01

11.16

10.81

6.73

26.68

G-4BPh/G326-G108/1J5E
G-4BPh/G38-A397/1J5E

39.57
29.50

35.51
24.70

12.79
9.85

9.23
8.17

7.02
4.87

33.10
27.69

G-5BPhf4BPh/G791-U1498/1J5E

30.48

30.58

10.46

8.98

5.80

25.13

G-5BPh/G410-A431/1J5E

31.27

21.01

10.15

6.59

4.02

31.01

G-5BPh/G800-A781/1J5E

29.82

19.05

9.57

7.28

3.84

31.47

C-6BPh/C1127-G2070/1S72

25.41

21.11

7.19

6.22

3.17

20.88

C-6BPh/C461-G479/1S72

23.67

34.97

9.80

10.65

6.23

15.37

C-7BPh/C54-A353/1J5E

27.86

21.85

8.50

6.18

4.43

25.12

C-7BPhf8BPh/C268-G266/1J5E
C-8BPh/C1484-A1483/1J5E

25.32
26.83

20.30
21.41

7.04
8.19

7.95
7.22

3.49
3.58

23.50
24.40

C-8BPh/C283-A282/1J5E

27.99

22.15

8.54

6.78

4.24

25.40

C-9BPh/C47C366/1J5E

26.92

23.81

6.28

9.57

3.09

22.05

C-9BPh/C110-A109/1J5E

19.57

13.48

5.61

7.14

1.95

20.80

U-5BPh/U14U17/1J5E

14.74

21.18

8.24

6.35

4.67

12.83

U-5BPh/U1506U1522/1J5E

18.04

28.35

10.14

7.06

6.52

13.41

U-9BPh/U1049C1203/1J5E

5.76

3.14

3.37

2.67

0.47

9.13

0.03

0.86

2.63

1.65

0.09

3.48

U-9BPh/U14U13/1J5E

(1)
(2)
(2)
E(1)
el = electrostatic component, Eexch = exchange repulsion, Eind = induction component, Edisp = dispersion component, δ(HF) = correction for higherorder induction terms.
a

BPh interactions we assume that the force ﬁeld may allow
satisfactory description in explicit solvent simulations, at least
locally, when the simulation starts from correctly folded experimental geometry. It is not clear if the force ﬁeld description of
BPh interactions would be suﬃciently accurate for the purpose of
simulation studies attempting RNA folding and RNA structure
prediction. In general, we do not assume that the present force
ﬁelds are matured enough for such tasks.87 When all the data
are evaluated, it appears that due to the nonpolarizable nature of
the force ﬁeld model, the strength of the BPh interactions might
be systematically underestimated in the gas phase by ∼35 kcal/mol.
This is a slightly better “in vacuo” accuracy than in the case of
monovalent cationnucleobase interactions (see below for
further discussion).82
Table 2 summarizes the energy decomposition using the
SAPT method. There are basically two types of interactions in
the BPh families, hydrogen bonding and weak CH 3 3 3 phosphate
interactions. Regarding the SAPT interaction energy components, the hydrogen bonded motifs are very similar to the other
common hydrogen bonds. The electrostatic component constitutes about 60% of the total attractive energy. Induction

(including the δHF term) and dispersion contribute about 25
and 15%, respectively. The only diﬀerence between regular
hydrogen bonds and hydrogen bonds to the charged phosphate
groups is perhaps the somewhat larger contribution of the
induction energy in the latter (in regular hydrogen bonds
induction contributes usually less than 20% of the total attraction). The larger induction energy is because the phosphate
groups are charged. The weakly bound CH 3 3 3 phosphate complexes follow signiﬁcantly diﬀerent interaction patterns and can
be distinguished from the hydrogen bonded ones by smaller
importance of the electrostatic interaction, which is usually
smaller in magnitude than the induction component.
BasePhosphate Interactions in the Hairpin Ribozyme.
Table 3 and Figure 3 show data for selected binding modes of
BPh interactions occurring in the hairpin ribozyme (HrRz; see
Supporting Information for 2D structure of HrRz, Figure S2).
Four of the calculated structures (HrRz str4str7) are unique as
they involve N1-protonated adenine. Such BPh pattern has not
been considered in the original classification.24 The protonated
adenine 38 is assumed to be involved directly in RNA selfcleavage,88,89 and its likely role is in electrostatic stabilization of
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the transition state and/or in general acid catalysis.42,78,9093 The
MM force field performs quite well for this interaction. The gas
phase error of ∼1015 kcal/mol (∼1015% of total interaction
gas phase energy) is rather acceptable. We suggest that the
description in the course of explicit solvent simulation, which is
assumed to be improved by compensation of errors to a
significant extent compared to the in vacuo accuracy, may be
rather meaningful. Note that in the course of MD simulation the
absolute gas phase accuracy of the individual terms is not the
most important issue. The key issue is relative binding strength of
different groups with different partners including the competing
water molecules. The relative error in the gas phase MM
description of the BPh interaction with protonated nucleobase
is comparable to or better than that for interactions between
nucleobases and monovalent ions82,94 and much better than for
binding of divalent ions, such as Mg2+.95 Note that it is usually
assumed that description of monovalent ion binding to nucleic
acids in explicit solvent simulations is rather satisfactory, in
contrast to binding of divalent ions where the MM description
by pair-additive force field is already quite unrealistic.96 It is thus
Table 3. Total Interaction Energies (kcal/mol) for BPh
Interactions with Model Structures Taken from MD Simulations of the Hairpin Ribozymea
MP2/aDZ

a

ΔEMP2/aDZ
COSMO

MM

HrRz str1

1.41

1.76

1.05

HrRz str2

13.08

2.19

10.29

HrRz str3

16.71

4.13

11.48

HrRz str4
HrRz str5

108.38
110.52

16.16
16.60

91.71
88.16

HrRz str6

105.93

13.71

92.24

HrRz str7

85.82

6.64

75.42

HrRz str8

16.75

5.40

10.10

HrRz str9

8.45

1.89

5.29

HrRz str10

8.94

1.42

4.82

The protonation state of A38 in real structures is not known and likely
changes when the catalysis proceeds. The simulations done with
canonical and protonated A38 sample diﬀerent local substates and were
used to generate a broad range of structures for QM analysis
(Figure 3).42

fair to assume that accuracy in description of BPh interactions by
pair-additive force fields in simulations may be comparable to or
better than the accuracy of description of monovalent ion
binding to the solute binding sites, although probably less
realistic than description of base pairing and stacking.
The molecular dynamics simulations suggested that the most
populated BPh pattern among all intrinsic conformations of A38
and scissile phosphate (structures HrRz str2str7, the structure
HrRz str1 corresponds to X-ray geometry) is the HrRz str6
corresponding to the 4BPh interaction of protonated A38H+
with the scissile phosphate (Table 4). In this interaction pattern,
the A38H+(N1) nitrogen donates the H-bond to the G+1(O50 )
oxygen, which becomes the leaving alcoholate during the selfcleavage reaction. This observation together with high interaction energy between protonated adenine and phosphate within
4BPh motif supports the role of protonated adenine A38H+ in
electrostatic stabilization of the transition state and/or in general
acid catalysis. Note that the actual protonation state and binding
pattern of A38 in HrRz so far could not be unambiguously
determined by experiments and are likely variable, with A38 pKa
shift toward neutrality. Therefore, we cannot assess quality of the
force ﬁeld using these simulations as benchmarks.42
BasePhosphate Interactions in the SarcinRicin Loop
Motif. The sarcinricin loop motif (SRL) is one of the most
important recurrent RNA motifs, i.e., molecular building blocks
shaped by specific intermolecular interactions with characteristic
sequence signature (see ref 30 and references therein). Originally, the SRL motif was found in the highly conserved sarcin
ricin domain (SRD) of 23S28S rRNAs from the large ribosomal subunit. The SRL motif forms a crucial site for stimulation of
GTP-ase activity of elongation factors during translation. The SRD
domain is shaped by several extended non-WatsonCrick base
pairs bolstered by several BPh interactions. The SRD domain is
stiff and behaves very stably in simulations. Thus, we have derived
structures of key BPh interactions for QM computations from the
simulation trajectories; the geometries agree well with the X-ray
data. The results are shown in Figure 4 and Table 5. Figure 4
illustrates how the BPh interactions complement the RNA base
pairing.
The SRD is composed of three structural segments: (i) the
GNRA tetraloop, (ii) the G-bulge region containing bulged
guanine, which is the most critical nucleotide for elongation

Figure 3. Structures of the calculated BPh interactions taken from the MD simulations of the hairpin ribozyme.
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factor G binding, and (iii) the ﬂexible region (see Supporting
Information for structure of SRD, Figure S2).30 The RNA strand
between G-bulged and ﬂexible regions forms a speciﬁc S-turn
shape. In this backbone path, the adenine upstream to the bulged
Table 4. Dynamical Stability of the BPh Interactions of the
Hairpin Ribozyme in the 50-ns-Long and 150-ns-Long Molecular Dynamics Simulations Having Canonical and Protonated Form of Catalytical Adenine A38, Respectively,
Represented by Occupancy of the BPh Hydrogen Bonds in %,
As Deﬁned in the Methods
structurea
Str2
Str3
Str4
Str5

Str6

H-bonds
A38(N6) 3 3
A38(N6) 3 3

0

3 G+1(O5 )
3 G+1(O1P)

A38H+(N1) 3 3
A38H+(N6) 3 3
+

Str8

a

4.9
1.0

3 G+1(O1P)

A38H+(N1) 3 3
A38H+(N1) 3 3

Table 5. Total Interaction Energies (kcal/mol) for BPh
Interactions (See Figure 4 for the Fragments Used in the
Computations) Taken from MD Simulations of SarcinRicin
Internal Loops30 of E. coli and Rata

1.1

MP2/aDZ

ΔEMP2/aDZ
COSMO

MM

sarcinricin str1
sarcinricin str2

5.27
5.69

14.79
11.74b

4.68
4.78

17.0
68.5

sarcinricin str3

24.63

10.72

19.16

sarcinricin str4

58.57

21.66

61.13

0
3 A-1(O3 )

17.0

sarcinricin str2 ww

12.04

3 G+1(O2P)

26.4

sarcinricin str4 ww

34.47

3 G+1(O5 )
0
3 G+1(O5 )

76.9

0
3 G+1(O5 )
0

A38H (N6) 3 3 3 A-1(O3 )
A38H+(N1) 3 3 3 G+1(O1P)
A38H+(N1) 3 3 3 A-1(O30 )
A38H+(N6) 3 3 3 G+1(O2P)
A38H+(N1) 3 3
A38H+(N1) 3 3

Str7

occupancy (%)

guanine is ﬂipped over and stacked to the bulged guanine by
opposite stacking face in comparison with stacking in canonical
A-form RNA. The next upstream nucleotide is ﬂipped back to
canonical conformation. These ﬂips form two sharp bends of the
sugarphosphate backbone giving it the S-shape appearance.29
The S-turn region contains three closely spaced BPh interactions, of which two are analyzed in this study. The bulged guanine
G2655 (numbering according Escherichia coli 23S rRNA) forms a
4BPh with the phosphate of adenine A2665. Both nucleotides
participate in the base triplet of the G-bulged region (structure
str1). The A2654 upstream to the bulged guanine forms 6BPh

0

9.7
9.3
1.1

76.9

Str9

U37(N3) 3 3
U37(N3) 3 3

3 U+2(O1P)
0
3 G+1(O3 )

12.8

61.0

Str10

U37(N3) 3 3 3 U+2(O2P)

0.0

The population of BPh interactions of structures Str2 and Str3 are
calculated from WT1/G8/A38 simulation, and others are calculated from
WT2/G8/A38H+ simulation; these simulations are reported in ref 42.

b

2.73b
9.43

12.46
37.33

a

The simulated sarcinricin loops are very stable and thus provide
examples of important structural BPh interactions.30 Interaction energies for structures 2 and 4 were calculated as trimers, i.e., including
water as the third molecule. “ww” means that the water molecule was
excluded from the interaction energy computation. b Interaction energies for structures 1 and 2 are more stabilizing in the COSMO water
environment because COSMO water screens out the repulsive longrange electrostatic interaction between two negatively charged phosphates in these particular systems.

Figure 4. Structures of the sarcinricin loop BPh interactions.
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Table 6. Dynamical Stability of the BPh Interactions
(and Some Other Proximal Interactions) of the SarcinRicin
Internal Loop Motif from E. coli and Rat 23S and 28S rRNAs
in 50-ns-Long Molecular Dynamics Simulations Represented
by Occupancy of the BPh Hydrogen Bonds in %a
occupancy (%)
structure
Str1

Str2

H-bonds
G2655(N1) 3 3 3 A2665(pro-Rp)
G2655(N2) 3 3 3 A2665(O50 )
G2655(N2) 3 3 3 A2665(pro-Rp)
A2654(N6) 3 3 3 C2666(pro-Rp)
A2654(N7) 3 3
A2654(N7) 3 3

Str3

Str4

a

rat
98.0

92.7

81.5
0.0

47.2
95.5
96.2

3 C2666(N4)

3 w 3 3 3 C2666(N4)
A4318(N6) 3 3 3 A4330(pro-Rp)
A4318(N6) 3 3 3 A4330(N7)
A4318(N7) 3 3 3 A4330(N6)

E. coli

11.7
13.7
97.8
99.7
99.3

G2659(N2) 3 3 3 A2662(pro-Rp)
G2659(N1) 3 3 3 A2662(pro-Rp)
G2659(N3) 3 3 3 A2662(N6)

86.0
81.4

99.6
93.0

3.4

0.0

G2659(N3) 3 3 3 w 3 3 3 A2662(N6)

17.9

18.8

The numbering is according to the E. coli structure except for the
structure str3, which is numbered according to rat. For more details
about sarcin ricin loop simulations see ref 30.

interaction with C2666, to which it is also base paired (structure
str2 in E. coli SRD and str3 in rat SRD). Consistently with
calculated large (in absolute values) interaction energies of these
motifs, both these BPh interactions were highly populated in
molecular dynamics (Table 6). It is interesting that in E. coli SRD,
the 6BPh interaction between A2654 and phosphate of C2666
was even more populated than the H-bonds forming the tHH
(trans HoogsteenHoogsteen) A2654/C2666 base pair, suggesting that the 6BPh interaction between A2654 and C2666
dominates the overall stabilization of the tHH A/C pairing region
(Table 6). In addition, the directionality of both above-noted
BPh interactions most likely determines the ﬂipped over conformation of A2654 with respect to G2655, and thus the ﬁrst
sharp bend in the S-turn (Figure 5). We suggest that the BPh
interactions of G2655 and A2654 stabilize the ﬂipped over
conformation of the adenine A2654 and are crucial for shaping
the sugarphosphate backbone into the S-turn path, most likely
being even more important than the speciﬁc base pairing itself.
This is supported by the conservation of A2654 and G2655,
whereas there is no evolutionary pressure to the 2666 nucleotide
paired to A2654. In other words, the nucleotide at position 2654
should be adenine in ﬂipped over conformation to be able to
form the 6BPh interaction with phosphate from the second
strand, whereas the H-bonds between the 2654 and 2666
nucleobases are variable and not conserved.
The last structure str4 corresponds to the tHS A/G base pair
from the pedestal of the GNRA tetraloop. The tHS A/G base pair
is an example of water-mediated base pairing that is stabilized in
simulations by water molecules with mean residency time of
∼300 ps. The proximal 4BPh interaction was highly stable in the
simulations and likely represents one of the dominant interactions in this region (Table 6).
BPh interactions in SRL are very well determined from highresolution X-ray structures and the simulations thus indicate

Figure 5. First bend of S-turn submotif from E. coli 23S rRNA SRD
showing ﬂipped over adenine A2654 and stabilization of this topology by
BPh interactions. The pairing interactions within base triple of G-bulge
region are shown in gray, and BPh H-bonds are in blue.24,29,30

good performance of the force ﬁeld for BPh interactions in
simulations.
Complex BasePhosphate Interactions in the glms Riboswitch. The glmS riboswitch-ribozyme is part of the 50 untraslated region of mRNA coding glucosamine-6-phosphate
synthetase in numerous Gram-positive bacteria. It can also be
classified as a ribozyme as binding of glucosamine-6-phosphate
results in catalytic self-cleavage of the sugarphosphate backbone followed by degradation of mRNA ultimately resulting
in down-regulation of glucosamine-6-phosphate synthetase
expression.97100 Almost every noncanonical region of glmS
riboswitch is accompanied by at least one BPh interaction (see
Supporting Information for the 2D structure of glmS riboswitch,
Figure S2).41 This fact underlines that the BPh interactions often
participate in complex networks of highly specific and conserved
molecular interactions, which is not apparent from the basic BPh
classification.24
We analyzed BPh interactions taken from four diﬀerent parts
of the glmS riboswitch. The most important BPh contacts are
located in the active site of the glmS riboswitch between scissile
phosphate and guanines G39 and G65, respectively (structures
glmS str6 and str 7; see Figure 6). These BPh interactions are
important for self-cleavage reaction as they stabilize reactive
conformation of the scissile phosphate and increase the reactivity
of phosphate by polarization of its electron density. Table 7
documents that these BPh contacts are the most stable BPh
interactions in the glmS riboswitch in molecular dynamics
simulations. The rigidity of the active site and high stability of
these two BPh interactions support a hypothesis about their
structural and electrostatic stabilization function in self-cleavage
catalysis. The native geometry of this segment is represented by
structure glmS str7 having 3BPh interaction between guanine
G65 (here labeled as base B2) and scissile phosphate. This BPh
contact was, however, relaxed to 4BPh interaction (structure
glmS str6) during geometry minimization of our model QM
system. The 3BPh interaction in the native structural context is
stabilized by additional H-bond contact of G65(N1) nitrogen
with the hydroxyl group of glucosamine-6-phosphate ligand,
which in turn makes another H-bond to the nonbridging oxygen
of scissile phosphate.41 This interaction is not included in the
QM model system. Thus although 3BPh or 5BPh interactions
can easily relax to the energetically more favorable 4BPh contact,
they might still be preferred when they are accompanied by other
interactions in their full structural context.
The structure glmS str5 originates from the tHS A/G base pair
of the GNRA tetraloop and is thus similar to the corresponding
SRD structure str4, which is also taken from a GNRA tetraloop.
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Figure 6. Structures of glmS riboswitch-ribozyme BPh interactions with indicated fragment names. See also the text for further explanation of the
location of the interactions in the folded ribozyme.41 Note that str3 and str4 are fragments subtracted from str2, shown in addition from diﬀerent
directions (the depicted water molecule can be used for orientation). The numbering is entirely arbitrary, reﬂecting the individual monomers used in
QM computations (it diﬀers for str2 and str34) and not the nucleotide numbering.

Table 7. Stability (Occupancy in %) of Selected BPh Interactions (and Some Other Proximal Interactions, Figure 6) of
the glmS Riboswitch from Thermoanaerobacter tengcongensis
in Molecular Dynamics Simulationsa
structure
Str1

H-bonds
G94(N1) 3 3 3 G138(O5 )
G94(N1) 3 3 3 G138(pro-Sp)
G94(N2) 3 3 3 G138(pro-Sp)

43.0
76.0

G94(pro-Rp) 3 3
G94(pro-Rp) 3 3

79.9

Str24

U67(O2) 3 3
U67(O2) 3 3

Str5

G114(N1) 3 3
G114(N2) 3 3

a

3 G138(N1)
3 G138(N2)

3w3 3
3w3 3

G114(N3) 3 3
G114(N3) 3 3
Str67

population (%)
0

0
3 G41(O5 )

3 G41(pro-Rp)
A117(pro-R
p)
3
3 A117(pro-Rp)
3 A117(N6)

3 w 3 3 3 A117(N6)
G39(N1) 3 3 3 G1(pro-Sp)
G39(N2) 3 3 3 G1(pro-Sp)
G65(N2) 3 3 3 G1(pro-Rp)

93.9
81.2
22.2
21.4
98.1
100
0.8
31.0
100
99.8
96.9

The simulations model diﬀerent protonation states of the bound ligand
with the canonical form of G40.41 The Table shows examples of versatile
interactions that can contribute to formation of the catalytic core as well as
stable interactions important for folding of the RNA. The BPh interactions
except for the structure Str1 were evaluated on the basis of 50-ns-long
G40/GlcN+6P2 simulation with the dominant glucosamine-6-phosphate ligand protonation state. The BPh populations of structure Str1
were calculated from 20-ns-long G40/GlcN06P2 simulation with the
minor protonation state of the ligand, as this arrangement was not
populated in simulations with the dominant ligand protonation form.41

Similarly to SRD, the tHS A/G base pair forms a water mediated
base pair (the residency times of water molecules were ∼500 ps)
with highly stable 4BPh interaction (Table 7).
The structure glmS str1 is an interesting motif, where two
nucleotides are stacked on each other, so that the base of the ﬁrst
nucleotide makes a BPh contact to the phosphate of the second
nucleotide and vice versa. This geometry is, however, located in a
ﬂexible part of glmS riboswitch and was observed only in MD
simulations but not in X-ray. Furthermore, this interaction was
established in equilibration of only one of seven molecular
dynamics simulations (the G40/GlcN0P2 simulation; see ref
41 for the details), where it was stably populated but was not
sampled in the rest of the simulations, so its relevancy is debatable.
The remaining structures glmS str24 correspond to the last
fragment of the glmS riboswitch. The structures str3 and str4 are
fragments of more complete structure str2, which include a
water-mediated interaction between base and phosphate rather
than a true BPh contact. The water involved in these structures
was found to be a long residency water molecule in our recent
molecular dynamics simulations with residency time of ∼500 ps
(Table 7). This water mediated interaction between base and
phosphate was crucial for glmS active site arrangement as any
structural changes of this region resulted in distortion of the glmS
active site.41 The interaction energies show that this watermediated BPh bridge, once formed in the structural context,
could be as strong as the direct BPh interaction (Table 8). Note
that water-mediated BPh interactions are not included in the
current BPh interaction classiﬁcation.24 We suggest that extension of the classiﬁcation to include water-mediated interactions
would be useful and that MD simulations may represent a
plausible tool to study such interactions.
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Table 8. Total Interaction Energies (kcal/mol) of BPh Interactions (and Some Other Proximal Interactions) Taken
from the glmS Riboswitch (Figure 6)a
fragment
str1-frag1
str1-frag2
str1-frag3
str1-frag4
str1-frag5
str1-frag6
str2-frag1
str2-frag2
str3-frag1
str3-frag2
str3-frag3

B1S1Ph1 3 3
B2S2Ph2 3 3
B1S1Ph1 3 3

3 B2
3 B1
3 B2S2Ph2

B1 3 3 3 B2
B2 3 3 3 B3
B1S1 3 3 3 W 3 3 3 B2S2Ph2
B1S1+B2S2Ph2 3 3 3 W

ΔEMP2/aDZ
COSMO

MM

2.21

1.87

2.45

31.77

9.54

28.54

28.58

7.38

30.35

34.61

12.01

34.00

29.88
26.90

11.04
20.96

34.94
37.27

7.87

3.93

6.18

7.37

4.97

7.45
38.09

34.69

19.57

16.96

6.22

17.34

20.84

15.61

24.55

str3-frag4

B1S1 3 3 3 W+B2S2Ph2
B1S1+W 3 3 3 B2S2Ph2

31.07

18.25

34.28

str4-frag1
str5-frag1

B1S1 3 3 3 Ph2 3 3 3 W
B1S1Ph1 3 3 3 B2

13.44
33.36

1.26
9.60

18.86
34.85

str5-frag2

B1S1Ph1+B2S2 3 3 3 W
B1S1Ph1 3 3 3 B2S2+W

16.26

8.32

17.04

43.34

14.07

45.31

55.45

15.14

52.93

29.81

9.14

26.87

str5-frag3
str6-frag1
str6-frag2
str6-frag3
str6-frag4
str7-frag1
str7-frag2
str7-frag3
str7-frag4
a

B1 3 3 3 B2
B1 3 3 3 Ph2
B2 3 3 3 Ph1

MP2/aDZ

B1 3 3
B1 3 3

3 Ph 3 3 3 B2
3 Ph

B2 3 3
B1 3 3
B1 3 3
B1 3 3

3 Ph

28.37

6.23

26.36

3 B2

0.21

0.03

0.31

55.59
32.74

14.35
9.75

25.64

4.77

0.29

0.03

3 Ph 3 3 3 B2
3 Ph

B2 3 3 3 Ph
B1 3 3 3 B2

B, nucleobase; Ph, dimethylphosphate; S, sugar; W, water. See Figure 6.
The “ 3 3 3 ” mark divides the whole system into the two or more
subsystems taken in the interaction energy computations formally as
the monomers.

In summary, the BPh interactions behave usually very stably in
explicit solvent MD simulations (Table 7). The comparison of
MM interaction energies with reference QM values documents
that BPh interactions are reasonably described at MM level. The
maximum error in gas phase interaction energies of BPh interactions selected by us (for fragments containing only base and
phosphate) is less than 3 kcal/mol (Table 8). There are larger
errors of MM gas phase energies (10.4 kcal/mol in case of
fragment str1-frag6 from Table 8) in some cases. However, they
may be caused also by additional terms, such as diﬀerences in
stacking energies etc. As we already noted, for appropriate
performance of the simulations the overall relative balance of
diﬀerent terms is crucial, so the errors in the gas phase MM
description of the BPh interactions are likely acceptable, as also
evidenced by the simulation behavior (Tables 4, 6, and 7).

’ CONCLUSIONS
Complex shapes of functional RNA molecules are primarily
determined by an astonishing variability of noncanonical interactions. Basephosphate (BPh) H-bonds belong to the strongest nonbonded interactions found in RNA. Despite this fact,
they seemed to be mostly overlooked in the past. The importance
of BPh interactions was pointed out only recently by Zirbel
et al.,24 who also presented their systematic classiﬁcation and
revealed their evolutionary roles. It turned out that ∼12% of

nucleotides in large RNAs are involved in direct BPh interactions.
These interactions in addition belong to the most conserved
during evolution.
In the present work we extend the above-mentioned study by
performing a series of calculations including QM benchmark
calculations on 32 individual BPh structures, DFT calculations,
SAPT decompositions, and force ﬁeld (AMBER Cornell et al.76)
calculations. We in addition analyze a representative set of larger
models of BPh interactions taken from speciﬁc noncoding RNAs,
namely ribosomal sarcinricin loop domain, hairpin ribozyme,
and glmS riboswitch-ribozyme. Besides the structure-energy
computations, a representative set of explicit solvent simulation
trajectories is analyzed, to capture the structural stability of BPh
interactions in the course of simulations. Our eﬀort is aimed at
gaining additional physical chemistry insight into this interesting
and highly relevant type of H-bond.
The reference CBS(T) computations reveal a wide range of
interaction energies of the individual instances of the BPh interactions, 1 to 36 kcal/mol in gas phase and 0 to 11 kcal/mol
upon adding the continuum solvent screening. Although the
reference computations in most cases agree well with the earlier
classiﬁcation, in several instances we observed rearrangement of
the interaction to a neighboring family, or formation of a doubly
bonded (bifurcated) structure that has not been considered in
the original classiﬁcation.24
The SAPT decomposition analysis indicates that the base
phosphate interactions involving polar hydrogens are mainly of
electrostatic origin, with marked induction component and also
a signiﬁcant dispersion component. Therefore, although the
BPh interactions are signiﬁcantly stronger than, e.g., the base
base hydrogen bonds (assuming the interaction energy normalized to one hydrogen bond), they are of quite similar origin, with
somewhat larger induction contribution. On the other hand, the
BPh interactions involving nonpolar carbon-bound hydrogen
(CH 3 3 3 phosphate) are much less electrostatic in nature, with
pronounced or dominant dispersion and induction stabilization.
These interactions are also much weaker and expected to play
only minor role in structure stabilization of RNA.
Comparison with benchmark CBS(T) calculations points to
the necessity of using large basis sets when accurate MP2 interaction energies are to be obtained. The CCSD(T) correction
for higher-order correlation eﬀects is less important, consistent
with other studies on hydrogen bonding.79,101,102 Very good
interaction energies may be obtained also using much less
demanding DFT-D (TPSS/6-311++G(3df,3pd)/0.9627)
method. SAPT interaction energies are on average somewhat
underestimated, probably due to smaller basis set used.
To test the reliability of the frequently used Cornell et al.76
force ﬁeld, we calculated also the force ﬁeld interaction energies
in vacuo. The overall agreement with the reference QM calculations is quite good, although the interaction energies are in
absolute value underestimated by the pair-additive force ﬁeld.
Note, however, that the in vacuo QM interaction energies are not
directly comparable to the in vacuo force ﬁeld energies, because
the force ﬁeld charges are intended for use in the condensed
phase. Therefore, the errors in the condensed phase simulations
will partially cancel out as compared to the in vacuo calculation.
In addition, the performance of the force ﬁeld in simulations
depends mainly on mutual balance of various interactions, which
may be satisfactory even with some errors in absolute gas phase
energies. By comparing with other types of interactions, we
suggest that the accuracy of the MM force ﬁeld in gas phase
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calculations is likely suﬃcient to obtain a qualitatively correct
description of BPh interactions in simulations. This is subsequently conﬁrmed by a set of explicit solvent simulations.
Some BPh interactions extracted from the X-ray structures
were found not to be a genuine local minimum in QM optimization. They tended to switch to a neighboring, more stable family
(see the reclassiﬁed structures in Figure 2). This is typical, e.g., for
G-5BPh and G-3BPh families, which tended to relax into the
more stable G-4BPh interaction. This indicates that they emerge
as a well-deﬁned family in structural analyses due to the context
of larger RNA structures. This can be demonstrated, e.g., on
G-3BPh interaction of guanine G65 in the active site of glmS
riboswitch, which is constrained to be the 3BPh by the additional
interaction of G65(N1) with the ligand in the active site of the
riboswitch.
The examples of BPh interactions from three folded RNA
structures (hairpin ribozyme, glmS riboswitch, and sarcinricin
domain) show that the noncanonical parts of RNA structures are
often accompanied by BPh interaction. The BPh interactions are
often involved in intricate networks of additional interactions
and play a crucial role in the stabilization of these noncanonical
(and biologically very important) parts of RNA structures. This is
most apparent in the case of the sarcinricin motif, in which the
structure of the intricate S-turn submotif is most likely primarily
determined by BPh interactions, with subsequent adaptation of
the noncanonical base pairing. Another important role of BPh
interaction suggested by our computations is their likely participation in RNA catalysis. Both examples of RNA enzymes have
the scissile phosphate bound to the active site nucleotides by BPh
interaction. These interactions thus likely play an important role
in structural stabilization of the scissile phosphate and they
participate in electrostatic stabilization of the transition state as
they pull the electron density out of the scissile phosphate during
nucleophile attack. Finally, we show that water-mediated BPh
interactions, which could not be included in the original bioinformatics classiﬁcation, may play structural and functional roles.
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MM interaction energies calculcated with RESP charges ﬁtted for a
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loop domain, glmS riboswitch; Cartesian coordinates of structures
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